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Abstract

Face Recognition involves a wide range of applications, many of which are centered around foren-
sic applications. Dead bodies in large-scale calamities like floods and earthquakes require to be
identified. However, the bodies are sometimes damaged or wounded beyond recognition. Our
main problem statement suggests solution to this problem. In this report we try to make a model
that identifies skulls of dead bodies for forensic purposes and identification in general. This is a
common problem with very limited solutions that have found utility in the real world. We try to
provide an easy way to deal with the above problem and report the results.

Figure 1: The skull of a king as it was found by archaeologists: Trauma to the skeleton
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Chapter 1

Introduction

Identification of skulls has many applications in forensics including recognizing dead bodies.
Through this project, we try to propose a method to accurately identify the person a skull
image belongs to.

There are some papers [1], [2] which help in identifying a person from his skull via 3D face
reconstruction. The standard approaches suggested usually require implementation of very so-
phisticated algorithms which include building de-formable models by matching local patches on
corresponding face and skull and using it for learning facial construction (finding landmarks on
face at different positions, followed by image registration). These works involve building a large
database of corresponding 3D facial and skull images which is difficult to build and is not readily
available for research purposes. Unavailability of appropriate data for research purposes could
be a reason why this problem still remains less looked into in depth.

Figure 1.1: Local patch mapping of skull and face images which locally construct patches to construct
the face used in [1]
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How our problem statement evolved according to the constraints we faced:

• Initial problem statement: Construct 2D faces from 3D skull images by using deep
learning techniques (that predict pixel values) on an extensive database of face and skulls
of same people.
Constraint: We depended on the Face-R database [3], which, however, was only partially
accessible for research purposes.

Figure 1.2: 3D skull to 3D face construction. Problem statement rejected due to database constraints

• Modified problem statement: Construct 2D face from 2D skull images by using deep
learning techniques (that predict pixel values) on an extensive database of face and skulls
of same people. We have a database of 39 pairs of images with a 2D face and the corre-
sponding 2D skull images.
Constraint: 39 pairs of images was insufficient to learn any model by supervised learning
alone.
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Figure 1.3: 3D skull to 2D face construction. Problem statement rejected due to database constraints

• Problem statement: Identify the person to which a given skull image belongs by
using features extracted from an extensive database of some face images and some skull
images.

Figure 1.4: Skull to corresponding face mapping via deep learning techniques
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Chapter 2

Proposed Algorithm and
Experiments performed

Neural network is one group of algorithms used for machine learning that models the data using
graphs of neurons. These neurons form a model that simulates approximately how a neuron in
the brain works.

Figure 2.1: Structure of a neural network depicting its input, output and hidden layers

Why neural networks?

Neural networks imitate the neurons in the brain and how the brain actually works. Hence,
they are good for things that the brain is good at, for example: vision and its interpretation.
This is prevalant from how we are able to distinguish one item from another over time as our
sense of vision learns the difference between items over time.

The basic idea deals with learning weights for each pixel value depending on the importance it
has in learning a certain face for a skull image. This learnt model is then used to predict pixel
values (grayscale) for the face corresponding to a skull and face image with maximum collisions
of pixel values from the set of possible faces is our resultant label. We can also have multiple
layers of neurons, (and hence weights) for better model performance.

We have used Rectified Linear Neurons which compute a linear weighted sum of their inputs
and output is a non-linear function of the total input. Major benefits of ReLUs are sparsity and
a reduced likelihood of vanishing gradient.
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It is given by:

z = b +
n∑

n=i
xiwi

where b is the threshold which specifies the classification for a given value of z. xi is a pixel
value and wi is the corresponding weight for a given for a given input.

There are supervised and unsupervised algorithms using Neural Networks. Unsupervised neural
networks learn to predict an output for a given input array while supervised neural networks
learn a good internal representation of the input. Stacked Auto-Encoders can be seen as unsuper-
vised neural networks while Convolutional Networks are supervised models of neural networks.
We have performed our experiments on both of them.

We have used neural networks for classification. Each image is an array of grayscale pixel
values that is fed into the neural network to train it. This neural network first learns the fea-
tures extracted by autoencoders or convolutional networks and is then trained to be able to
correctly classify the skull images to the corresponding person label.

Autoencoders with Neural Networks:

Autoencoders are simple learning networks that aim to transform inputs into outputs with min-
imum possible error. This means that we want the output to be as close to input as possible by
learning a compressed, distributed representation for the given data, typically for the purpose
of dimensionality reduction.

Figure 2.2: Structure of an Autoencoder

Steps followed to extract features from the autoencoders and model a neural net-
work which is capable of classifying skull images:

• The database of 30755 (507 skull images and 30248 face images) was first fed into the
autoencoder to train it in an unsupervised manner

• The extracted features were then used to model a neural network which was trained using
the set of face test images of the 39 image database
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• The extracted features were then used to help the trained neural network predict la-
bels/classify the skull test images of the 39 image database

• The accuracy of the designed neural network was recorded

• We have used one hidden layer and reduced the dimensions of the input from 48 ∗ 48 to
400, further reducing it to 100 in the hidden layer which is then reduced to the number of
possible labels.

Convolutional Neural Network with Neural Networks:

The primary purpose of a CNN is to extract features from the input image. Convolution pre-
serves the spatial relationship between pixels by learning image features using small squares of
input data. It takes advantage of the fact that the input is an image and not just any other kind
of data and takes the spatial aspect of images into consideration (multiple dimensions around
pixel value).

Figure 2.3: Structure of CNN

Steps followed to extract features from the CNN and model a neural network which
is capable of classifying skull images:

• The database of 30755 (507 skull images and 30248 face images) was first fed into the
CNN to train it in a supervised manner

• The extracted features were then used to model a neural network which was trained using
the set of face test images of the 39 image database

• The extracted features were then used to help the trained neural network predict la-
bels/classify the skull test images of the 39 image database

• The accuracy of the designed neural network was recorded
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Chapter 3

Information about the Database

Database used for feature-learning contains the following:

• A database of 51000 face images of around 250 different people (MPIE51K DB) was used.
Each person has multiple face images with different expression for feature learning by our
model. This database was available with the IAB Lab of our institute.

• A database of 507 skull images of 507 different people was used. Each of these images has
been drawn from various sources on the web. Manual efforts have been made to ensure
there is no repetition of any image. This is also used to help our model learn skull features
for prediction after learning. The database includes Google and Bing search results for
frontal skull images, ancient frontal skull images, frontal skull scans. These include skulls
of some 2-3 year old children as well as adults. The database also includes some skull scans
from the Face-R Database [3]

• We have used a database of 30755 images for feature extraction purposes
(30248 face images from MPIE51K DB and 507 skull images)

Figure 3.1: Different individuals with multiple frontal images in the MPIE51K DB
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Figure 3.2: Skulls from the database of 507 distinct frontal skull images

Database used for training and testing the neural network:

We have a database of 39 pairs of skull and face images to train and test our features-learnt
model. Each of these image pairs have been drawn from various sources on the web. We have
used 24 images as test images and 15 images as train images for both faces and skulls.

Figure 3.3: A pair of face and corresponding skull image from 39-image database

Each image used in our experiment exactly fits the face/skull in a frame of 48 X 48 pixels (frontal
side) and has been gray-scaled for uniformity.
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Chapter 4

Results

Autoencoder followed by Neural Network:

Autoencoder learns the features from the 30755 set of images in an unsupervised manner. This
learnt model is then used to build a neural network which is trained using the face images of the
39 image database. The performance of the neural network is then tested on the skull images
of the 39 image database to predict the corresponding face label.

• I have used Autoencoder of the Keras Library in Python which is followed to build a
model of Neural Network using the same Library which generates an accuracy score for
the predicted skull labels.

• We initially used 5-Fold cross-validation on the face images to find an appropriate learning
rate for the Neural Network. However, it was realized that the learning rate giving the
best results in 5-Fold cross-validation did not necessarily give the best results with the
skull test images because the total size of the database used for 5-Fold cross validation
is small (24 images) which leaves even lesser images in each of the 5 blocks and does not
justify the cross-validation step.

• Therefore, cross-validation was not performed and the learning rate was varied over a range
to observe the best obtained results for the skull test images. By hit and trial method,
the best results were obtained at a learning rate of 0.9 of the neural network and 0.9 of
the auto-encoder.

• 24 face images were used to learn the neural network model and the corresponding 24
skull images were used for prediction and performance checking. An accuracy score was
generated for the predictions by our final model. The accuracy score ranges from 0 - 100%.
We recorded an accuracy of 20.83%.

• While this accuracy is low, it was observed that the performance improved considerably
as we increased our feature learning database size and the number of epochs to train the
model. We have a large database of 51507 images in total, the results of which are yet to
be recorded, which should improve the results considerably.
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Figure 4.1: Performance accuracy of the neural network learnt using Autoencoders for different number
of epochs (Parameter tuning)

Figure 4.2: Performance accuracy of the neural network learnt using Autoencoders for different number
of batch size (Parameter tuning, Epochs = 80)

Convolutional Neural Network followed by Neural Network:

CNNs learn the features from the 30755 set of images in a supervised manner. This learnt model
is then used to build a neural network which is trained using the face images of the 39 image
database. The performance of the neural network is then tested on the skull images of the 39
image database to predict the corresponding face label.

• I have used CNN with the help of the Lasagne Library in Python which is followed to build
Linear Support Vector Classifier of the Scikit Learn Library in Python that generates an
accuracy score for the predicted skull labels.

• By hit and trial method, the best results were obtained at a learning rate of 1e-7 of SVC
and 0.01 of the CNN. Other parameters like the number of filters, filter size, pool-size were
also set by hit and trial method to improve the obtained results.

• 24 face images were used to train the Neural Network and the corresponding 24 skull
11



images were used for prediction and performance checking.

• An accuracy score was generated for the predictions by our final model. The accuracy
score range from 0 - 100%. We recorded an accuracy of 4.16%.
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Chapter 5

Conclusion and Future Work

According to our present results, Auto-encoders perform better than CNN in feature extraction
and model learning for our problem.
However, we still need to improve our results, which will be done by:

• Increasing the database used to 51507 for feature extraction. This requires a faster system
than an average computer

• Adjusting the images in the database to different sizes or number of pixels to get the best
performance model

• Fine-tuning to adjust the model weights using a smaller database. We can use the database
of 507 skull images to fine-tune the model after it is learnt from MPIE51K DB

Further work:
We will also work with Deep Boltzmann Machines and Deep Belief Networks to design models
which have the potential to perform better than the Auto-encoders and CNN and record the
results for comparison.
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